Date: 2021-09-22
First Name: Kathy and
Last Name: Schneider
Title: N/A
Organization: self
Address: 
City: DALLAS
State: TX
Zipcode: 
Phone: 

Affirm public info: I agree

Regarding: Senate

Message:
I currently live in HD102, SD16. My school district is Richardson Independent Schools and I live in Dallas County. ALL OF THAT works very well for me. As currently drawn, the HD is just the right size and configuration to talk to my neighbors about a common school district and meet with my neighbors without having to drive too far away. The community is stronger when we have common goals and taking care of our RISD kids is a great goal to have in common. In addition to our schools, we know about our parks, can meet there, can play there, can access community events in the parks where we live. Again.... leave communities that are working well together TOGETHER. We want to promote our neighborhoods and work with our neighbors, rather than face strange splits that divide communities and weaken business and schools.